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Biographical Note
Amy Tuttle was born to in Wisconsin, circa 1887. She lived in Boston, MA during World
War I, working as the proprietor of a lodging house. This collection of postcards was
sent to her from Private Henry A. Shelley (birthplace and date unknown) while he
served in France.

Scope and Content of the Collection
The Amy Tuttle Collection contains one folder of photo postcards and photos received
from Private Henry A. Shelley who served with Company A, 602nd Engineers. The
bulk of the collection relates to Shelley's time serving in France at the end of World
War I.
Arrangement
The collection arrived in no discernible order. Staff has arranged the collection in
chronological order, when possible.

Rights
Copyrights held by Dr. Bruce Hunter were transferred to the Pritzker Military Museum &
Library. All other rights are held by the author or publisher. Users assume responsibility
for following copyright laws as established by US Code Title 17.

Key Subjects
This collection is indexed under the following headings in the Library’s online catalog.
Researchers interested in materials about related topics, persons, or places should
search the catalog using these subject headings.
Subjects
Postcards
World War, 1914-1918
World War, 1914-1918--Personal narratives, American
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Item ID #

Title

Dates

Photo postcards to Amy Tuttle

1918-1919

800215001

Pre-printed card notifying receiver of arrival
overseas of soldier transport ships

7/24/1918

800215002

Photo of Avocourt, France, just after
Germans driven out by Americans

9/26/1918

800215003

Photo of narrow gauge railroad in the
Argonne

4/16/1919

A view of ruins in France caused by
800215004 German shells, American GI's in
foreground

7/9/1919

800215005 Engineers standing on wooden bridge

n.d.

800215006 Dirt road built through countryside

n.d.

800215007

Bridge near Stenay, France destroyed by
German troops in retreat

n.d.

800215008 Engineers working with axes

n.d.

800215009 Engineer working on a road

n.d.

800215010 Officers of Co A 602 Engineers

n.d.

800215011 Soldier inspecting concrete pillar

n.d.

800215012

Photo of countryside and buildings set into
hill

n.d.

800215013 Photo of tanks in use in French town

n.d.

800215014 Trucks and horse team on road

n.d.

800215015

Engineers building barracks in Cheppy,
France

800215016 Engineers posing for photo
800215017

Engineers working near narrow gauge
railroad

800215018 Bunker built for large gun

n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

800215019

Co A 602 Engineers Captain and 1st
Lieutenant

n.d.

800215020

Photo of town where two soldiers were
killed by shrapnel

n.d.

800215021

Landscape of countryside with horse teams
on road

n.d.

800215022

Photo of wrecked wagon and dead horses,
labeled as a common scene

n.d.

800215023 Man digging a trench

n.d.

800215024 Security fence set up by road

n.d.

800215025

Photo of craters left by shelling, auto for
scale

800215026 Unloading or repairing damaged truck
800215027

Wood plank road built by Co A 602
Engineers

800215028 Camouflaged bunker

n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

800215029 Photo of the Argonne road

n.d.

German POWs being marched to the rear
800215030 through area of Argonne forest deforested
by battle

n.d.

800215031 Shelled wagon and remains of horses

n.d.

Cannon and motorcycle driving on wood
plank road

n.d.

800215033 Building a bridge near Beauclair, France

n.d.

Wood plank road through the Argonne on
800215034 which artillery and supplies traveled to the
front

n.d.

800215035 Artillery set up

n.d.

800215036 Wire entanglements set up in countryside

n.d.

800215037 Photo of un-named soldier and woman

n.d.

800215038 Soldier standing with horse

n.d.

800215032

800215039

Two soldiers standing with horses, pay
calculations written on back

n.d.

800215040

Soldier riding horse, pay day and
expenditure calculations written on back

n.d.

